HUMAN HAIR AFTERCARE ADVICE
WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
If worn daily wash every 7-10 days
1.

Prior to washing remove all knots and tangles.

2.

Fill a bowl or sink with tepid water and a little
Pureology Shampoo. Immerse the wig or hairpiece in the water. Rinse. Repeat if desired.

3.

Using your hands, smooth through some Pureology Conditioner. Leave this to soak for a few
minutes then rinse thoroughly.

4.

Wrap in a towel to remove excess water. (This is
when you can apply a Pureology mask)

5.

Very gently brush your wig or hairpiece. Place on
a polyhead or wig stand.

6.

At this stage, whilst it is damp, lightly spray on
the Pureology Colour Fanatic. Leave to dry
naturally overnight. (Alternatively, you can dry
your wig/hairpiece with a hairdryer immediately
after washing but this is very time consuming)

7.

In the morning (once dry) style your wig either
using heated appliances or styling products.

HUMAN HAIR ADVICE & FAQ’S
Use our fantastic Pureology products for prolonged
lifespan.
Avoid washing in very hot water.
The expected lifespan for a human hair wig or hairpiece is
up to 9 months. These time frames are only approximate
and are based on every day wear.
Our Pureology Colour Fanatic and Miracle Filler help ease
tangles. Please apply this sparingly a couple of times in
between washes.
When brushing Trendco human hair we recommend using
a soft brush. Be very gentle brushing your wig/piece when
it’s wet. We do not advise you sleep in your wig/
hairpiece—it will cut the lifespan by at least half.
Human hair will naturally oxidise resulting in colour fade.
This happens within the first few months of exposure to
the environment and outdoors. However, the colour can
be restored. Should you need to darken your hair, please
seek professional advice. Human hair can be tinted darker
but not lighter.
All human hair wigs and pieces are hand-tied which allows
you to change the parting and hair direction.

Heated Appliances:
Human hair is very versatile: it can be blow-dried, straightened, curled, crimped or rolled-up. However, on the blonder
shades please do not exceed 140 degrees. Use tools with a
temperature gauge. Do not continually apply heat to your
human hair, this can cause permanent damage.

All hair naturally tangles at the nape of the neck so it is
recommended that long human hair is brushed numerous
times a day, from the ends to the roots.
For a thorough condition use a conditioning mask at least
once a month.
If you have hair underneath a wig and need more stability, we advise you to use Snap Lok Clips, Kirby Grips or
wear a wig cap for extra security. Most wigs/pieces can be
secured with Mono Tape if you have complete hair loss.
Please contact us with any queries: 01202 876870 or
huttonshair@gmail.com

